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Abstract
	
The growth of random vortices in an atmosphere with buoyant instability and 	 1
vertical %rind shear is studied analytically. A study is also made of the veloci-
ties in a single gravity-driven vortex; a frictionless adiabatic • model which is
wsupported by laboratory experiments is first considered. '1'hc effects of axial
drag, heat transfer, and precipitation-induced downdrafts are then calculated.
Heat transfer and axial drag tend to have stabilizing effects: they reduce the down-
drafts or updrafts due to buoyancy. It is found that downdrafts of tornadic magni-
	
tude might occur in negatively-buoyant columns. The radial-inflow velocity re-	 J
quired to maintain a given maximum tangential velocity in a tornado is deter-
mined by using a turbulent vortex model. conditions under which radial-inflow
velocities become sufficiently large to produce tangential velocities of tornadic
magnitude are determined. The radial velocities in the outer regions, as well as
the tangential velocities in the inner regions may be large enough to cause damage.
The surface boundary layer , . which is a region where large radial inflows can
occur, is studied, and the thickness of the radial-inflow friction layer is esti-
mated. Finally, a tornado model which involves a rotating parent cloud, as well
as buoyancy and precipitation effects, is discussed.
1, Introduction
Ooservations of tornadoes have been made for many years, the first known
photograph having been taken in 1884 (Science, 1972; Fig 1). The destructive
aspects of tornadoes are well known. Still, there appears to be little agreement
about their dynamics. The lack of agreement is, of course, at least partly duc
to the devastating nature of tornadoes and the consequent difficulty of making
9f	 nleaninglul measurc-cncnts. Less devastating atmospheric vortices such as dust
devils and waterspouts might be profitably studied, but there is no assurance that
their mechanisms are the same as those of too-n1does. Thus theories anti labora-
tory experiments should play an important role in tornado research.
Capabilities for observing the stronger vortices have, of course, been stead-
ily increasing (Preprints of Papers, Ninth Conference on Severe Local Storms,
1975). This is fortunate, since theories and laboratory experiments by them-
selves are insufficient. Thus we may perform an analysis of vortex behavior,
devise an experiment to test the analysis, and get agreement between the two.
However, there is no assurance that the results will apply to real atmospheric
vortices, unless we know that the assumptions made in the theory and expt,riment
apply to vortices in the atmosphere. In order to slake progress, theory, labora-
tory experiments, and field observations are all indispensible.
Several aspects of atmospheric vortices are considered herein, including
their production, structure, and maintenance. Although the emphasis will be on
tornadoes, 11111('h of the discussion will also be applicable to smaller :1lmuspherie
vortices, such as dust devils and waterspouts.
Throughout the paper we will use the Boussinesq approximation in the equa-
tions of motion of the fluid; that is, the fluid will be considered as incompress-
ible, except where: density differences affect the buoyancy, and the density differ-
ences will be taken to depend only on the temperature. However, the effects of
moisture Ind vertical pressure differences on the buoyancy can usually be accoun-
ted for by using suitable potential temperatures in place of orditlary temperatures
in the equations (e. g. , Kuo, 1966) . Th, ! potential temperature is defined as the
temperature attained by the fluid when it is compressed adiahat.icaliy to a stand:lyd
pressure. The fluid may contain condensing or evaporating liquid. If the potential
temperature is independent of altitude, there will he no buoyancy force acting on a
displaced fluid element. 'Thus for the results to be applicable to atmospheric
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vortices, the temperatures in the analysis should be considered to be potential 	 1
temperatures.
In the tornado models considered, axial symmetry will he assumed. Although
there may be significant nonsymmetric aspects of tortiadoes. most of the important
features should shot tip in an axisymnictric model.
2. Growth Of Random Vortices In An Unstable Atmosphere With Vertical Shear
Extensive studies of tornado and funnel-cloud occurrences (Wills, 1969; and
Modahl and bray, 1971) have shown a high degree of correlation of those occur--
rences with atmospheric instability and vertical wind shear. Wills has stated
that it does not appear coincidental that the major tornado-producing region of
the world (the eastern two-thirds of the United States) is the only area where	 4
strong vertical wind shears and strong potential instability are frequently simul-
taneously present. 'Thus one approach to the study of tornado occurrences might
be to analyze the growth of random vortices under these conditions.
Such an analysis has already been carried out in a study of the growth clue to
buoyancy of a homogeneous turbulence (or vortex distribution) with shear
(Deissler, 1967, 1971). The self-interaction between the turbulent eddies (ran-
dom vortices) was assumed to be small compared with their interaction with the
mean temperature and velocity gradients. (This assumption does not necessarily
imply that the random vortices are weak.) That ease is of interest here, since we	 t
are more concerned with the interaction of the vortices with the mean gradients
than we are in their interaction with one another. The initial distribution of
vortices is assumed isotropic, but their distribution becomes anisotropic under
the influence of the mean gradients. Although this approach considers the occur-
rence of atmospheric vortices as random events, it should show conditions under
which such occurrences are highly probable. from a. forecasting standpoint this
may be all that car be hoped for: the prediction with certainty of the exact time
and place of a tornado occurrence may not be feasible.
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Results for the growth of the vorticity and size of typical vortices are shown
in Fig. 2 for a Richardson number Ili based on vertical temperature and velocity
gradients of -10. That is a typical Richardson number for tornado occurrence
(Wills, 1969), where (Ri ° gg(dT/dz)/(dU/dz) 2). (The vorticity of a typical vor-
tex is taken here as the root mean square vorticity at the wave number where
the vorticity spectrum is a maximum. The size of a typical vortex is taken as
the reciprocal of the wave number at which the vorticity spectrum is a maximum.
'11ie quantity g is the thermal expansion coefficient, g is the graviLationul body
force per unit mass, dT/dz is the vertical gradient of potential temperature
(negative for unstable conditions), dU/dz is the vertical gradient of horizontal
velocity (vertical wind shear), and K0
 is a characteristic wave number (recip-
rocal of size) for the initial vortices. The value of KU shown in the figure is
somewhat arbitrary but should be of the right order of magnitude for an unstable
atmosphere if the vo rtices under consideration a re themselves N rircrlent . I n that
case the kinematic viscosity v will be replaced by a much larger turbulent vis-
cosity (Ueiseler and Perlmutter, 1960).
The results in Fig. 2 show that both the vorticity and size (particularly the
vorticity) of a typical random vortex increase considerably with dimensionless
time (dU/dy ;z:^ 0.003 sec-1 ). This result is illustrated schematically by the vor-
tices sketched in Fig. 3 for an early and a later time. 'Thus, in agreement with
ih observational studies of Wills and of Alodahl and Gray, the theoretical results
show that the simultaneous presence of strong potential instability and vertical
wind shear are favorable for the development of atmospheric vortices. The re-
sults also show the importance of the time element in the strengthening of atmo-
spheric vortices. In addition to the Richardson member, a dimensionless time
(dU/dz)t is also an important p,. rameter. (Alternatively we could, by multiply-
ing (dU/dz)t by (Richardson nunrlrer) 1/4. consider the dimensionless time to be
[og((I T/dz ) 1/2 tj. ) Thus if the conditions of strong potential instability and
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vertical wind shear persist fo: a long enough tirne, the occurrence of strong at-
mospheric vortices will become highly probable.
One point which might be emphasized is that in this model we have not had
to postulate a large supply of cyclonic or anticyc•lonrc verticity. The net vor•tieity
can in fact be zero, some of the vortices being cyclonic and some of them anti-
cyclonic. On a large scale, this generation of vortices may be similar to the	 )
split of a thunderstorm into anticyclonic and cyclonic storms (Fujita and
Grandoso, 1968). Of course the large vortices (tornadoes or tornado cyclones)
are more likely to be cyclonic because of the effect of earth rotation. Thus
lines of tornadoes (cyclonically rotating clouds) tend to move away from squall
lines (notimtating clouds)(Fugita, 1975). But the smaller dust devils are nearly
as often anticyclonic as cyclonic. (According to this point of view the movement
of cars on the left instead of the right side of the road, to generate less cyclonic
and more anticyclonic verticity (Isaacs et al, 1975), would not appreciably in-
fluence the total number of tornadoes, but it may decrease the proportion of
cyclonic to anticyclonic ones. In order to do that it may be necessary for • the
road to be hotter than the tiurroundurgs (Manton, 1976).)
Can %\c conclude, then, that vortices of tornadic intensity can be generated
and maintained by the mechanism considered in this section? The' r- 'A be
generated in that way, but if they are like turbulent eddies, they will decay in
times on the order of a few multiples of r/v, where r is the vortex radius and
v is its velocity. Thus the Ikrllas tornado (lioecker, 1960) had a radius at the
maximum tangential velocity of about 70 meters and a maximum tangential veloc-
ity of about 70 meters per second, so that its lifetime, if it is like a turbulent
eddy, would be on the order of a few seconds, a time much too short to be
realistic for tornadoes. On the other hand, a vortex having the same value of
radius times tangential velocity as the Dallas tornado (a measure of the vortex
strength), but a diameter of several miles, could have a lifetime on the order of
r6
tc'w hours. 'Thus the large to. 	 -yclone or rotating parent cloud (Fuhita,
1960) from which the tornado contracted, might have been similar to a turbulent
eddy formed in the way considered in this section. But in order for a vortex of
tornadle strength and size to be maintained, large radial inflows will be rcfluired
(see section 5).
Another point which should perhaps be discussed is that buoyancy-ir(' 1ced
insLability tends to produce horizontal vorticity (Deissler, 1967), whereas the
vorticity in tornadoes tends to be more nearly vertical. However since only a
small percentage of the vortices develop into tornadoes, it will be sufficient it'
at least some of them are not horizontal. 1-erhaps the reason vertical shear,
as well as buoyancy, is apparently required for tornado development (Wills,
1969) is that vertical shear tends to produce more ronhorizontal vorticity than
does buoyancy (Deissler, 1967).
Once a vortex has been generated in an apparently random fashion, as dis-
cussed in this section, we can consider its structure. We will now look at a
vortex in more detail.
A Frictionless, Adiabatic Model
For the sake of simplicity we will consider first a frictionless vortex with-
out heat transfer. The analysis given here is a generalization of that given by
Deissler and Boldman (1974). The steady-state equations for the conservation
of mass and momentum for an axially symmetric flow can be written, with the
Boussinesq approximation, as (Landau and l,ifshitz, 1959)
1 d (ru) +. iiw = 0	 (11
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where r and z are, ret:pec •tively, the radial and vertical coordinates, u, v,
and w are the radial, tangential, and vertical velocities, p is the density', p is
OW pressure, 'I •
 is the potential tvmper:Iture in the vortex, p  is the equilibrium
pressure, Tco is the equilihlh ► m temperature at z = 0, g is the accOcration of
gravity, and 13 = 'r-1 is the thermal expansion coefficient for tilt- atmosphere.
The last term in Eq. (2) i, the huoyanc .v term, where the vertical temperature
,,radient in the surl •ounding atmosphere OT v/oz, and 7', are assumed constant.
Let w = w(z) and v = v(r) within the vortex 01' reg ion of interest. If the first two
terms in F(j. 0) :Ire small compared with the thirst term, as the y prolmh1v :Ire
for most of a tornado (Iioecicer •, 1961), Eq. ( -I ) shows that p - p e = (p - p c, )(r). (in
the outer region, althoul;h the first term may not be sma 11 compa red With the third,
p - pe
 as calculated from Eq. (4) either with or ^► ithout the first term, is ~mall.)
Equations (3) and (3) become
W- -J3 g TeO - 1 +	 c z I	 (^)
0Z	 i)% /
:Illd
1 \' 1'	 + v r' __ 11
(lit
O f 	 r
Solution of Eq. (5), with the initial condition w = w0 when z	 (1 then ;;ire",
for the vertical velocity,
1/2
w - t	 2 -
 20g( ^ 1• et) - 1)z - j i g 	 c ^."	 (7)
oz
From Eqs. (1) and (7) we get, bti' using the condition that a is finite at r = u,
--- I
8g
	
- '1' + (()Te/az)j ^	 /L,
u	 z	 (8)
1/2
F^^ - 2 tsg(1 c,0 - T)z -13gIJ'le/i)zjz^
Equations (7) and (8) show that for large z,
=(-gg JTe/dz) 1/2 z. u- T1 (-O g dTe/ii z) 1/2 r	 (9)
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whereas fo r small z,
	
w = w0 : u = + r8 (Te0 ' '0 r/(2w 0 )	 (10)
Thus the radial velocity a can be large if w 0 is small and TCO - T is non-
zero at z = 0. As will be seen in section 5, a large radial inflow is favorable for
the maintenance of large tangential velocities.
From Eq. (6) , we get
v/vi = ( r/r i ) -1 	 01)
where vi is the tangential velocity at r = r i . This equation applies reasonably
well except for very small r, where friction becomes important (Deissler and
Perlmutter, 1960). The important question of when tangential friction cannot be
neglected will be considered in detail in section Vii,
Although the vertical temperature gr;rclient r)T e/Oz is important in the at-
mosphere, i t s el"ect is hard to investigate in the laboratory. Thus, in order to
see if the model considered here can give reasonable correspondence with hd.x)ra-
tore results, we devised experiments where the buoyancy force was proportional
to Teo - 'I' (or to Pee - 1)). For that case, along a streamline (Ueissler and
{	 Boldman, 1974) ,
u d 	 I r
W dz	 4 z
M &*ir
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or
r/ri . (z/z i) -1/4 	 (12)
where z  is the value of z at some inner reference radius r i . A plot of Eq. (12)
is shown in Fig. 4, where w 0 is 0 and z increases negatively downward. This
plot is not intended to imply that the velocities in a tornado are necessarily down-
ward. the stream lines could just as well be plotted converging upward. How-
ever, in our experiments the vortex was heavier than the surrounding fluid, and
its motion was downward.
In one experiment (Deissler and Boldman, 197-h the boiloff from liquid
nitrogen, to which a small amount of initial vorticity was added, provided a source
of cool, heavy gas which could accelerate downward to produce a concentration of
vorticity Condensation streamers made the flow visible.
Top and side views of the resulting gravity-driven vortex are shown in Fig. 5.
The predicted stre.mline shown in Fig. 5(a) was calculated from (Deissler and
Boldman. 1974)
(r/r0)-4 - 1
(13)
(ri/r0)-4 - 1
	
where the central angle (p was set equal to zero at an outer radius r 0 and cp l 	t
is the value of W at an inner radius r i . Loth the theory and the experiment
show a characteristic hook shape for the streamlines. In the outer portion of
the vortex the flow is nearly radial, whereas in the central portion it becomes
nearly tangential.
It might be mentioned that the vorticity concentration shown in Fig. 5 was not
dependent on having a flat surface immediately above the vortex. However a
hollow cylinder several vortex diameters high and closed at the top was placed
above the vortex to reduce the vertical velocity w 0 to a low value at the plane
1
column at any vertical position should be the same with rotation as with(
-^^ - r
)
1 t)
where the tluid entered the vortex. According to Eq. (10), then, the radial veloc-
ity at that plane was large, and vorticity concentration could take place. In an
actual tornado :r temperature inversion (stable region above the vortex m, ► v have
somewhat the same effect (Ward.1956). Similar results wc. a obtained when a
plate was placed immediately above the vortex. The plate simulates the ground
it the upward and dow • nwa,•d directions are reversed, so that the ilow is thought
of as being upward.
1'he side view of the vortex shown in Fig. 5(b) appears to be similar to that
predicted in F'ig. 4, at least for the region reasonably near the top. However
to show the vertical development of the vortex somewhat more c lea r •ly, and to
investigate the effect of vertical +,. gar in the environme=.n! on the development of
the vortex . \%e (Boldman and Ueissler) devised another experiment. in which a
rotating COIUmn of dyed dark Corn syrup (specific gravity. 1.3) ac • c • elerated down-
ward th rough horizontally flowing water. In this case the vertical vvlocih at the
point where the heavy fluid entered the water was restric •ed to a comparatively
low value by the friction. in a rotating tube through which the fluid flowed befo-e
it entered the water.
[tuns were made with and without rotation and w ith and without water flow.
The results fc): • the four cases arC shown in Vig. 6. (In order to show the c.•olunins
more clearly, the Corn syrup lying on the bottom has been removed.) The con-
traction of the colun ► n as it accelerates downward to produce vorticity concentra-
tion (in the rotating cases) is clearly seen in this experiment, and is similar W
tha: )predicted in Fig. 4. The results with and without rotation appear to be about
the same (except that the columns in the rotating cases whip around more). This
result might be expected. if the analytical model in this section is applicable,
since F,q. (5) or (7) is independent of rotation. and since the continuity condition
for this case can be written as D 1W = constant. Thus the diameter D of the
4a
_Ww 11
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Comparison of the results with and without horizontal water now (vertical %% ind
shear) seems to show that the columns with water Ili^w are somewhat smaller than
those Mthout, one might be inclined to expect this intuitively, since he night expect
the vertical shear to cause additional stretching of the column. If, however, one
modifies }•'y. (5) for the case where the column makes an angle a with the• very
tical. Fq. (5) becomes.
.	 d,1,
N dw = -,j h "I'	 I' +	 e Z, cos U	 (14)
r'dz	 lU
where w ar z are in the axial direction. and Z is in the vertical direction.
But sillcc d! = dz Cos U. Fit. (I h ht•eonles
(I!	 ^ CO	 d 
which has the same form as the cxtuation for u - U if \% and Z arc. respectively,
in the axial and vertical directions. Since the continui e.v condition is still 1) 2w
constant. the column diameter with :rnd Without horizontal water now should he the
sanrc• at a p.rr • licular vUrtic • al position. Therefore.rn
.
\ differcives between the Cases
with and without hc,rizontal water now in Vig. 6. if thc% arc real_ must be due to
the effects of axi:d friction. 'Those effects were neglected in 1•:y. (15) .
Thus, at least for these experiments, and with the possihle exception of the
effects of friction, the model considered in this section seems to be realistic.
For a vortex-to-en0ronment density ratio closer to one than the value of 1.3 in
the experiment. as it probably is for a tornado, the axial drag may be relatively
more important. 'rhe effects of drag, as well as .several other effects. will he
considered in the next section.
1
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4, Effects Of Drag, [feat Transfer, And Precipitation-induced Dewn Drafts
On The Axial Motion
We first estimate the axial drag oil
	 vortex column. The axial tui-bulvnt
shear stress on the column (molecular shear stress is negligible away from walls)
is iri ven by
T0=-piw'u'=-pa	 wu	 (w-U sin 0)2
(w - U sin U)Z
-Pa 11(w - U sin 0) 2 s fm(w - U sin U)	 (16)
where pa is the air density, w' and u' are turbulent velocity components in the
axial and radial directions, the overbar designates an averaged quantity, U is the
ankle of inclination of the column with the vertical, w Is the velocity of the col-
urin relative ^c'. stationary point. and U sin U is the component of the hori -
zontal wiud velocity along the axis of the column. 'Mus the axial velocity of the
column relative to the surrounding air is w - V sin U. According to experiments
of Liepman and Laufer for a free turbulent mixing layer (Townsend, 1556).
It -	 I Nk'full	 —
 0.01	 (171
(w - L' sin U)2
'The symbol ,.gn in Eq. (16) means siren of, and is included so that T O will
change sign if w - U sin U changes sign.
If rain drops are present in the column, they also exert a force if they move
relative to the air in the column. The force of the drops acting on unit volume of
air is
F  - L I) E (12 
a (W (I - w) 2 sgn(wd - ^^ 1
,1 
,j p n	
(18)
where C D
 is the drag coefficient of the drops in the air, d is the drop diameter,
W  is the axial velocity of the drops relative to a stationary point, and n is the
number of drops per unit volume.
t
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If we write :u ► axial lorce balance on a volume element cal fluid of dianu • ter 1)
(incluuing buoyancy, precipitation, and axial drag forces), where D is the column
1	 diameter a t axial position z, we get in place of Eq. (14),
dwy
-2dg I' C0 - 'I' + dTe % cvs U - C D el (1)2 w (wd - w) 2 sg;l(wd - w)
dz	 J!	 4	 -wcl(1)"w)
8R Iw o 1/2 \` _ Ott _ % sill
	
sgn t% • _ ^ ► U Z sin U	 (19)
1 U" w I
where \ is the number of rlix)ps passing throul;h unt.t cross-sectional area of the
column in unit time and is related to n in Eq. (18) by N nw • cl . z is measured
in the vertical direction. z in the axial direction. If drops are conserved. D2N
is coast:int for steady state. It ha y been assumed that the vertical wind gradient
is const:uit, and that L' = U for Z = 	 'Thus U has been replaced by 2 dU/0Z
in the last term in Vq. (19) . Its conlii:uit .N , the (lu: ► ntity 1)2 w in Fcl. ( 19) is a
constant, since for realistic cases the cross sectional area of the drops is small
compared with tlu!t of the column.
The first i.. •m on the right side of Eq. (19) gives the effect of buoyancy on the
axial accele ►ation, the second term gives the effect of rain drops or Imil, and the
last term gives the effect of turbulent drag.
In order to get an equation for w d . we write a force balance on a drop. This
gi ves
d%vd -2g cos 0 - 3 CD ''a (wd - w) 2 sln1(wd
 - w')
dz	 2 d I'd
where pd is the density of the drop.
It he. 1 t transfer Wkes place between the. column and the surroundings, the
temperature '1' in the IMO ancy term in Eq. (19) will vary N+ith z. The llll'I)ulellt
heat eransfer q0 to the column per unit area can be related to the shear stress
by :i form of Reynolds analoKy (Deissler, 1959):
(20)
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c pe ( 11,e - T)I To 
110 I w - (dU/d Z) 2 sin V
where epc, is the effective specific heat in t'te colun ► n, and the quantity in the
denominator is again the axial velocity of the column at z relative to the surround-
ing air. (We do not have to evaluate c pe , since it drops out of the final equation.)
Writing an energy balance on an elemer.t of fluid of diameter U, and using Eqs.
(16) and (17) for the shear dress in Eq. (21), give
d(T - 1)	 4R	 dTc \	 dl'l e0 - T +	 Z) w - — Z sin ?i	 (22)
dz	 2 1/a , 1/2	 d'L J	 dZ
Before calculations can be made, we still need a relation for 0, the local
angle of the column with the vertical. In order to obtain such a relation, we
assume that U - u' = constant, where u' is the horizontal velocity of the column
at z, so that du'/dZ = dU/dZ. Using; that relation and the relation u' = w sin 0,
we get
^---^ _ - w + 0 - - tan 0d wL 0 _ d 	
\ 1dz	 dZ	 2	 di
	 (2:3)
from which 0 can be obtained as 0 = (w 2 0)/w2 . The horizontal and vertical co-
ordinate-, (X, Z) of the column at z are then given by
dX = sin 0, dz = cos 0	 (24)
dz	 dz
The diameter D of the column at z can be obtained from D 2 = (D2 w)/w, where
D 2 w is a constant of the motion.
We call
	 solve the set of ordinary differential Eqs. (19), (20), and (22) to
(24) numerically, if we know the initial conditions and the constants in the equations.
For the initial conditions we set w, w d , Teo - T, w2 0, X, and Z equal to 0 at
z = 0. For the constants let R = 1/330 K -1 , g = 9.81 m/sect , dTe/dZ = -0. 003 K/m,
f
(21)
J
4W
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C D
 _ 0.4 (fora solid sphere), d = 0.001 m, It = 0.01. dU/dZ -= 0.003 sec 1 , and
t'.r/pd = 0.00086. The potential temperatures and wind velocities correspond to
average values given by Wills (1969) for tornado environments.
.^
Calculated results for D"w = -10 6
 and -107
 are plotted in Figs. 7 aml 8.
For comparison. we rrote that the Dallas tornado had a 1)2 w ^ 4x106
 (1]oecker,
1960). According to the results of Wills (1969), the effects of buoyancy and ver-
tical Wind shear in tornado-producing environments extend over the vertical dis-
tances shown. Values of IrN of 10 8
 and 10 9 in figs. 7(a) and (b), respectively,
with drop size d = 0.001 m, correspond to violent rain with some hail (Berry
et al. , 1945). However, results calculated foi no rain agreed within a percent
with those in Fig. 7. Thus the effect of rain in 1)mducing downdrafts in a tornado
appears to be small compared with the effect of buoyatu.v for those %alue5. HOW-
ever precipitation-induced downdrafts may be important for convecting large-scale
	 j
vorticity do%%nward at a slow rate in cases where buoyancy effects are small
(Fugita, 1975). Calculations for no buoyancy but with the precipitation parameters
the same as in Fig. 7 gave air-downdraft velocities of 0. 5 m/sec with a drop veloc-
ity of about 7 m/sec at Z = -6, 000 m. (In order to calculate nonzero velocities from
Eqs. (19) and (20) for this case it was necessary to assume small initial values for
w and wd .) When the drop size was increased an order of magnitude to 0.01 m,
a size which might occur for hail, downdraft velocities approached those for nega-
tive buoyancy (,'ig. 8). Giant hail is in fact observed in connection with tornado
occurrences (Browning, 1965). For this case it was even possible to obtain
downdrafts with small positive buoyancy (dT e/dz _: +0.000:3).
The contraction of the column as it is accelers •' dnwnward by buoyancy forces
is clearly shown in Fig. 7, and is similar Uj that in the experiment in Fig. 6. The
relative contraction for a given change in altitude is greater for the larger value
of 1)2 w because the effects of axial drag and heat transfer are less for the larger
column. As is the case for the drag, the effect of heal transfer is to decrease the
I16
vertical acceleration. This latter decrease occurs because the buoyancy term in
Eq. (19) is rcKluccd by heat transfer to the column. The vertical wind shear de-
flects the column horizontally as it falls. It appears that the main effect of wind
shear oil 	 axial acceleration of the column is to decrease the axial drag term
(last term in Eq. (19)). In no cases calculated was the effect of %k , ind shear large
enough to reverse the sign of the axial drag term.
Values of axial velocity are plotted against vertical position Z in Fig. 8.
"I1ie results extend over a wider range of values of I)`0 %r than those in rig. 7.
The smallest value of D2w may be appropriate for dust devils as well as for
small tornadoes. The axial velocities decrease as D-w decreases because the
restricting effects of drag and heat transfer a re greater for the smaller columns,
as discussed in the last paragraph. The curve for D-w	 is the same as that
for no drag and heat transfer. Comparison of the solid with the dashed curve
for 1)"w = 4x10 6 shows that the vertical wind shear increases the axial velocity
at a given vertical position. This increase is due to the drag reduction produced
by vertical shear (discussed in the preceding paragraph).
For the largest columns, the vertical velocities near the ground (if the
ground is at Z = -8,000 m) approach tornadic values on the order of 70 m/sec.
Even higher values would be obtained if the downdraft originated at higher alti-
tudes, if the local potential temperature gradient were negatively greater tnan
-0.003 (as it may well be), or if giant hail were present in large quantities. Thus
aside from the effect of tangential velocities (to be investigated in the next section),
it appears that buoyancy-induced downdrafts may be large enough to produce sig-
nificant damage. This effect has been discussed by Rossman (1960). He presents
a photograpa by E. L. Van Tassel (U. S. Weather Bureau), shown in Fig. 9, which
gives evidence of severe downdrafts in a tornado which passed through Bayard,
Nebraska in 1951. Pieces of 2- by 8-inch boards were driven into the ground a
depth of 18 inches. The ends driven into the ground were square (not splintered).
1
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t
	 Fulrita (1975) has also noted evidence of severe downdrafts in tornado environ-
ments. These observ:...ions appear to be consistent with the calcuiated results in
Fig. 8 for the larger columns. Thus at least some of the damage produced by
tornadoes appears to be clue to downdrafts.
If we neglect the precipitation-drag term and let T e0 - T = 0 at z = 0 in
Eq. (19), there is nothing ill 	 cquatio, ► which says that the motion should be
either up or down; the buoyancy force in that case is zero at z = 0. Actually,
from the observations and analyses of various authors, it appears that the veloci-
ties in some tornadoes (or parts of tornadoes) may be up, whereas in others it
may be down (Ro6sman, 1960; Fugita, 1973, 1975; Davies-Jones et al., 1975;
and Golden, 1975). Since Fig. 7 was for downflow, an upllow case (D2w = 4x106)
is plotted in Fig. 10. Most of the discussion for Fig. 7 applies also to this case.
As pointed out by Eskridge and I as (1976). and by Deissler and Boldman
(1974), one difficulty with models which consider only updrafts is that the tornado
would be expected to form before the rotating cloud forms, whereas the opposite
is observed. As will be seen, there are probably regions ol' both updrafts and
downdrafts in tornadoes.
5. Maintenance Of The Tangential Velocity
Except for a frictionless vortex model, the tangential velocity has not ,yet
been considered. The effect of turbulent friction is important, in that it determines
the maximum tangential velocity which can occur in a vortex; the maximum tangen-
tial velocity is often used as an indication of the violence of a tornado, Obviously
the frictionless relation v a r_ 1  cannot apply all the way to the vortex center.
In order to investigate the tangential velocity, we use Burgers' (1948) model
for a steady-state viscous vortex, as modified for a tuii)ulent viscosity by Deissler
and Perlmutter (1960). The modified equation for the tangential velocity is
r1
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v	 ^
z,	 1 - (-.XE) (u0/v0)r2/(K r^)
— - —
	
	 (25)
- exp [M o/vo /K'
«here u0 and v0 are respectively the radial and tangential velocities at an
outer vortex radius r0 , and ►c is the Mrman constant. For most of the: cases
considered here, the flow is radially inward ( u0 is negative). By continuity,
when a radial flow is present. there must also be an axial flow. In deriving
Eq. (25), we let w vary with z only (w cc z), and u/u0 = r/r c,. These relations
(including Eq. (25)) satisfy the equations of motion and continuity. The outer vor-
tex radius r0 can be considered as the radius where w in an actual vortex be-
gins to fall off rapidly with increasing r. The molecular kinematic viscosity
was replaced by a turbulent viscosity E , and c was obtained from a modified
form of von Kirmfin's similarity hypothesis as (Deissler and Perlmutter, 1960)
t	 K 2
 v0 r0/2	 (26)
where v was taken proportional to r 1 , as it is for the outer portion of the vor-
tex. The constant value for t given by Eq. (26) was assumed to apply to the
whole vortex, since the turbulence (at least for most of the cases of interest) is
convected from the outer regions to the center of the vortex by the radial inflow.
Strictly speaking, Eq. (25) applies only to the case where u and v are inde-
pendent of z. however, outside of the regons of steep gradients in a boundary
layer, Eq. (25) should be sufficiently accurate for the puil)oses for which it is
used here. In Deissler and Perlmutter it was found that for confined vortex
flows, the KdrniAn constant h ;Zz 0.3. That value of x was also found to be
reasonable for the experiments of Wan and Chang (1372) for a tornado-like
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vortex in the region above the surface boundary lad er. Thus the value of n = U. 3
is retained here.
A plot of Eq. (25) is given in Vig. 11. In the outer region of the vortex, v « r I
whereas for small r. v cc r. As -u0 increases, the region for v a i-1  extends
to smaller r, so that the maximum tangential velocity increases (for a given v0).
Thus for large tangential velocities, large radial inflows are required. For a com-
parison a case where the radial flow is outward (u 0/ vU = 1) is also shown. The tan-
gential velect.ties are small except at large radii. This kind of velocity distribution
may occur in rotating clouds, where the flow may be outward (lisu and 1 ,'attahi, 1975).
We want to relate the maximum tangential velocity v 
	
to the radial-inflow
velocity unl at the same point. To that end set dv/dr from Eq. (25) equal to
z„ro, 'Then let u U = u m ro/ r m, since (according to our model) u varies linearly
with r, and let r = rm . the radius at which v is a maximum. This gives
U	 y r ^.	 /	 r
^1-- m m	
u yI exp I m m III	 1=U
K2 v 	 V0ro/	 \ K 2 , m VUIU/^
Equation (25) becomes, for r = r11t and u0 = ui11r0/rm,
v i	 1 - exp (1/K2)(vmrm/v0r0)(um /vm ►
m m _	 —	 -
U t* U 	 21 - exp ( 1 1K )(vmtni /vUtU)(um/cni)lr0/rm)y
hor large rU/1-M (greater than about 2. 5, which will occur if v a r 1
near r0) these two equations give. with K = U.:3.
vm11 rn/v0 1.0 = U.72
anal
um/vm = -0. 155
This Tema rkably simple relation allows us to estimate the radial-inflo%^ , velocity
required to maintain a given maximum tangential velocity. 'Thus v 	 for the
Dallas tormdo is given by Hoecker (1960) as about 70 m/sec at a radius 
I- III
of
about 70 m. 'These values. or values slightly higher. probably apply also to the
Cleveland tornado (Lewis and Perkins, 1953). Thus frx:m Eq. (27) u m _— -10.8
m/sec.
We now ask whether a buoyancy-induced sink is large enough to produce this
required va'uc of' radial inflow velocity. For no axial friction and no heat trans-
fer to the column (these factors would tend to decrease u m). and for Teo - T = 0
at z = 0. and w0 = 0 (or for large z) . Eq. (9) gives. for Will's tornado-
environment data and for the Dallas tornado, u m ;zz 0.33 m/sec	 I his is smaller
than the above value of um required to produce the observed tangential velocity
by a factor of about 33. Thus it appears that buoyancy effects far from any re-
striction of vertical-flow velocity (large z) are much too Small to sustain the
tangential velocities observed in typical tornadoes. According to Eqs. (9) and (27)
the potential temperature gradient would have to be about (33) 2 times as great as
the average va lue observed for tornado occurrences. However for very large
vortices, with i • m on the o rder of a mile or more (large for a tornado), Eqs.
(9) and (27) show that tangential velocities of toriiadic magnitude night be nurin-
t:rined by buoyancy forces in regions away from vertical-flow restrictions.
One possibility we should investigate is that the large tangential velocities
in tornadoes may be produced transiently, say by random turbulence effects.
(In a random distribution some eddies will be very strong.) In that case we can
estimate the order of magnitude of the decay time td (with small radial flow)
from the unsteady equation for the tangential velocity (Goldstein, 1938) as
d v
	 V  , t m
	 x v r,	v 
8 t
	
td rm	 rm
M m 2
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(27)
►or
t	 2 rm
d	 2 v
K m
where the kinematic viscosity was replaced by a to rbulcnt viscosity t given by
Eq. (26). For the Dallas tornado td -- 20 sec. a time which, although longer than
that obtained earlier by simply considering the vortex as a turbulent eddy, is still
too short for a tornado. (Average tornado lifetime is about 13 minutes (Eskridge
and Das, 1976).)
Thus it appears that the Langential velocity in tornadoes must be maintained
by radial-inflow velocities on the order of those given by Eq. (27). But the val-
ues given by Eq. (9) for regions away from vertical-flow restrictions, are much
too small. Equation (10) shows, however, that for regions where w 0 is small,
as above a surface (for upflow). or beneath a stable inversion (for downflow),
u can be large if T po - T is nonzero at z = 0. Thus we let w0 = o and
11, co - T = 0, -2 and -4 K, and r = r rrr - 70 m in Vq. (8).
The resulting curves for u m are plotted against z in Fig. 12. The large
effect of Tc0 - T near z = 0 is evident. At least for a few meters above the
surface (or beneath an inversion), the values of u nl are of the right order of
magnitude to maintain the tangential velocities observed in tornadoes, according
to Eq. (27). Thus a vortex potential temperature which is a few degrees different
from the surroundings in a region where the vertical velocities are restricted to
low values appears to be necessary for maintaining the vortex by buoyancy forces.
Conditions particularly favorable for this type of vortex maintenance should occur
for fire whirls (and possibly for dust devils) where high local surface tempera-
tures are prevalent (high T eO - TO ). Of course, in those cases. the smallness
of r in Fq. (8) would tend to work against maintenance by buoyancy.
This section has emphasized the tangential velocity (maintained by the radial
inflow) as Hhc destructive element in tornadoes. According to Eq. (27) the radial
21
(28)
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velocity is only about lei pet-cent of the tangential velocity at the radius where tilt'
tangential velocity is a rtuiXtntum. llowever, tilt- ratio u0/vm 	 (u0A0)(vu/`m)
vac • ics ftiam 0. 5 to 1.3 for the values of u0/v0 in Fig. 11. Thus the radial velocity
in the outer part of the vortex can be of the same order of magnitude as tilt- maxi-
mum tangential velocity. This appears to be the cast- for the experiment in
Fig. 5a, where the streamlines are nearly radial in the outer part of the vortex.
According to Eq. (8) . u becomes infinitely large at a surface \N here z = 0,
wtt = 0, and Tc0 - T ^ 0. In reality, of course, u decreases in a thin boundary
layer above the grOUn l and goes to zero al the ground. Tlic important subject of
the surface boundary layer will be considered in the next section. As will be
seen, the SLIrface boundary layer can have a large effect on the radial inflow, even
when buoyancy effects near the surface are smtll.
6. The Surface Boundary layer
The surface boundary layer below a vortex has been studied analy tically by
Kuo (1971), L.ewellen (1962), and others; and experimentally by, for instance,
Chang (1969), Wan and Chang (1972), and Savino and Keshock (1965). According
to the physical picture usually given. the centrifugal farce produced by the ro -
tating now is in approximate equilibl'iu111 with the radial pressure gradient in tiv.-
region above the boundary layer. Within the boundary layer the centrifugal force
is reduced because v is smaller there It the pressure is approximately con-
stant across the boundary layer, so that the radial pressure gradient does not
change appreciably, there will be a net inward force in the boundnrY layer which
tends to produce large radial inflows there These radial inflows (given by Eq.
,'". may be large enough to maintain the tangential velocities obser • c a d in tor-
nadoes. The intensification cif the vortex by the presence of the bounda t
.
\ layer
has been shown by lisu and Tattahi (19751, who ran experiments both with and with-
out a ground plate (no buoyancy). Waterspouts, which travel over water. may not
be as violent as tornadoes, which travel over land, because the tangential velocity
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probably does not go to zero at the surface of the water, as it does at a land
surface.
After the fluid leaves the boundary layer vertically, it will continua upward
if the local buoyancy force is large enough (sec preceding section). Otherwise
at least part of it will tend to recirculate, as in the experiments of Wan and
Chang (1972) (Fig. 13). It is of interest that in those experiments the airflow
in the outer part of the vortex was downward, even though the air entered the
apparatus radially from a location below the ground plate and exhausted through
the ceiling. This recirculation will no doubt take place in a tornado unless the
potential temperature in the vortex at the ground is several degrees higher than
that in the surroundings, as in Fig. 12. There is some evidence that air
descends from a r"rating parent cloud at large radii (as a collar cloud) and then
travels radially inward in the surface boundary layer (e.g. , the Xenia for iiado
(Fugita, 1975)). Eskridge and 1}rs (1976) have indicatated that precipitation-
induced downdrafts sur • rounding tornadoes may be war • nr. In that case the air at
the surface «-hich enters the tornado updraft may have a potential temperature
several degrees higher than that of the surroundinks, so that according to Fig. 12
and Eq. (8), radial inflows sufficiently large to produce tangential velocities of
tornadic magnitude (Eq. (27)) may be produced by buoyancy forces. Although
this is an appealing suggestion, its occurrence will depend on the presence of posi-
tive buoyancy, and on precipitation drops of sufficient size and density to bring
down the warm air. A sample calculation using Eqs. (19) to (24) showed that with
the conditions for the precipitation ease in Fig. 8 (dot-dashed curve), but with
positive buoyancy (d ,r/dZ = +0.0003), air which descended 8, 000 m to a surface
because of falling precipitation was about 1 .:t K warmer than the surroundings
at the surface. Its downdraft velocit y near the surface was about 40 m/sec. If.
on the other hand, the air descending at large radii is cool, it will have to be
pushed up mechanically at smaller radii.
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In cases where the buoyancy forces are snr. ► ll, what is the source of energy
for the tornado? Apparently it is the rotating; parent cloud above the vortex.
Thus the rotating cloud centrifuges air outward which then descends, swirling
at large r dii. At the surface at least part of the nit becomes trapped in the
boundary layer, where it spirals inward, and then upwat •d, to form the vortex
(Fugita, 1975; ' 1 +.0 and Fatlahi, 1975. Ilsu, 1973, and Szillinsky and 11'ippernian,
196:11. ('This is somewhat similar to the stirred teacup effect.) Experimental
flow patterns obtained by 11su and Fattahi (1975) for a rotating; honeycomb above
a surface are shown in Fig. 14, Note that the vortex produced at the surface is
off-center; it follows a circula r path a round the centerline of the appa ratus.
There Is also recent evidence (e.g. , the Xenia tornado (Fugrita, 1975)) that
considerable damage is done by sm:01, intense short lived vortices, called suc-
tion vortices, which drop to the g1 •ound from the lar._. • r vortex. The surface
layer probably also has an important effect oil 	 dynamics of these smaller
vortices.
Next we estimate the thickness (5 of the friction layer where u goes from
zero at the ground to its maximum value. Aixwe that point a again decreases.
Calculated values for 6, using; tangential velocities and radii for tornad.)es.
should at least show whether such conditions are likely to occur for it Wundary
layer.
The equation for the boundary layer for the radial flow is
2
udu+µ,-vaub
- - 1	 + 1 a (rr)0 
	
J 	 11	 E) ar pr 11!.
where p is the pressure, T is the shear stress, and v  is a value of v in the
friction layer. At some distance outside the friction layer tot- u the centrifugal
force term will be In approximate equilibrium with the pressure-gradient term, or
(2(h
v2 1 a
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An nsHUmption generally made in analyses of vortex boundary layers is that the
pl -sure is constant from the wall to the distance where Eq. (3o) applies. We will
retain that assumption, although the data of Wan and Chang I1972 ► indicate that it
is only approximately constant . Also. the thickness of the friction layer where u
goes from zero to its maximum value is small compared with the thickness of the
Imundary layer for v (Wan and Chang, 1972), so that vb << u In F(I. (29). Fflua-
tion (29) becomes, with Eq. (30),
ou	 U	 V2	 1 a(tr
or	 ,tz	 r	 pr oz
where v is measured outside the boundary layer, where Eq. (:top ap-plies. The
first term on the. right side. of Eq. 131 ►
 accpler:l l^s the fluid radially inward in the
friction layer. In the remainder o1' the analysis we consider quantitieF at rm.
the t^adlus where v outside the boundary layer is a maximum, vm . At that
radius ou /or ^ um/rni . Moreover w varies linearly with z for small z.
Also, since the boun(bry layer is turbulent, the velocity u parallel to the sur-
face can be appr •ommated by -u « z l/7 . By in troducing these app voxinuitions
into Eq. (31) and integrating from the wall to z - 6 m . where -u is a maximum and
=0, we get
? U2 b m + 1 u " =- ' m 5 , .
9 m rm 8 m m	 r-m m t,
where T w , the shear stress at the wall, can be approximated by the Blassius
relation
T	
-	
\1/^k
w = 0.0228 u2	'	 l)
^	 nl	 5i	 un^c I/
where v is the kinematic viscosity. By performing the sanic operations rin thv
continuity Eq. (1), we get
(32)
(:3:3)
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W	 - 7 u	 rtr	 (34)
m	 4 nt r.
m
Fix)m Eqs. (32) to (34) we have
--	
— •i/fix	 -'1/b
0. 0228 r' nt 	 +
III ' !
2 55J + (-um/vm ) 	 t- um /vnttvm
The tatlo -urn/%nr in Eq. (35) is nwasr red at z - 6 m , whercai that in F(I. 127)
is measured near tine Cdgfc of the bound;u'y layer for v. Since the value of 4m
calc• crlated from Eq. (35) is somewhat insensitive to u m /v m* it should be suffi-
ciently accurate for our pur1K»c to use the value from Eq. (27). Setting
- u
m
lvrtr 0. 1.55 gives
	
a	 11/5
rtr	
U. 11 ? r m wm 1	 (;flit
Dote that the surface bounda ri^ layer• is the -tnlY pa rt of a tornado where thv
kinuniatic viscosity e is not negligibic compared %%ith the turbulent visc•osit^N .
For Case 3 in Wan and Chang's (1972) experiment (Casc 21 has features simi-
lar to those of .1 to r •nacio). their 'fable I gives rm - 0.076 nr ;+nd vm	 1! ► . K
m/sec. With ,, = 1. a. 10_ 5 m2 /sec. Eq. 1- 6) i.ives (5m/r111 0.011, a value that
appears consistent with results in Wan and Chang's Fig. 12. Similark for the
Ihillas tornado. where rnI ^ 70 m and vIII ^ 70 m/sec (lloec •ker. 1960) we get
,i m - U. lli M. '11tis value. although small compared with the other lengths in the
tornado is. according to Eq, (:36). lat'ge (4100911 to maintain the tangential veloc•it^
b\ r iii:d inflow. Although -u quick-IN , reaches a maximum as c increases to
6 m , its dec • rcasc \N ith tur • thcr increases of z is, according to the exper • inrenl of
Wan and Chang. much rnor •c gradual. "111us. the radial \ CIOCitics in the boLdi(b r•y
Li\ er should be high enough to maint;-.in tangential velocities of tor • nadre niagni-
tude for some distanec above the ground. Equation (33) is for a smooth surfac t..
For a rotigh terrain i m \WL11 l be larger • than the ^;rluc gi\cn by Eq. (36)
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7. S,munary And Conclusions
Although we ha%e not been able, to obtain a singie model applicable to al: torna-
does it may be that there is, in fact, no unique mechanism for all tornadoes. We
have pointed out probable ways the strong vortices may originate and persist, as
well as how they may be structured. 'These suggestions were supported, as much
as possible. by calculations and observations.
Mindom vortices were shown to grow with time in an atmosphere with buoyant
instability and vertical wind shear. 'Thus if those conditions persist long enough,
the occurrence of strong atmospheric vortices becomes highly probable. The
aiutlysis showed that strong radial inflows must occur in the vortices, if their high
tangential velocities are to be maintained for a reasonable length of time.
A rclati )n between tue maximum tangential velocity in a tor,iado and the
radial-inflow velocity at the same radius (N:q. (27)) was obtained from a turbulent-
vortex model. The radial velocity was found to be rougb l . 15 percent of the tan-
gential velocity at the radius where the Lingential velocity is a maximum. It was
shown that tangential velocities of tornadic magnitude could be maintained by
buoyancy-induced radial inflows. Ilowever, it would be necessary for the potential
temperature in the vortex to differ from that of the surroundings by several de-
grees at a point where the vertical velocity is small or zero (at the ground surface
or below a stable inversion). Buoyancy effects in regions away from surfaces or
stable layers were too small to maintain large tangential velocities, except for
very large vortices with rfWU For the maximum iangcntial velocity or the order of
a mile or more (large for .t Ls: ,aado).
If buoyancy effects are small, the boundary layer next to the ground (where
centii fugal effect- are reduced) must be relied on to allow the large radial inflo..s
required to maintain the vortex. The thickness of the friction layer where the
radial velocity goes from zero to a maximum as height increases, was found to be
extremely thin bless than a meter) for a smooth surface. For a rough terrain the
thickness would be greater.
-T^—
Zia
A physie!al picture %^ hich seems to emerge, and which may be applicable to
many tornadoes is the following: A large xurtex or rotating cloud (tu rbulent eddy)
is produced, possibly by the effects of buo`anc .N and vertical shear, as discussed
in section 'L. The rotation of the parent cloud tends to centrifuge air- in the out-
ward direction. The rotating air then descends at la rive radii ,)ecause of the
vertical circulation pattern set up by the rotating cloud "I'his descent may be
aided by negative iuoyancy effect- and precipitation, if the potential tempe -ature
at the cloud is lower than that at the surface. If, on the other hand, the potential
temperature at the cloud is higher than that at the ground, buoyancy will tend to
retard the descent at large ra r' ; but the air may still descend because of ;,mt
cipttation and the tuttural vertical circulation pattern set up by the rotating cloud.
As the rotating air reaches the ground, at least part of it will be trapped in
the surface ]xOur ►dary layer and will flow inward at high radial velocities (high
enough to produce tangential velocities of to riiadic magnitude). 'Phis radi:d in-
flow is caused by the reduced centrifugal force in the boundary layer and, if the
air is warmer then the surrocind,ngs (if it came from a :arm cloud), will he
aided by the buoyancy sink produced by rising air at small radii. If, on the other
hand, the air is cooler than the surroundings. the radial inflow will be hindered.
The air will flow upward at small radii because of the natural circulation pattern
set up by the rotating cloud and, if the air is warm, because of buoyancy forces.
Of course if the air is cool, its upward flow will be hindered. As the air reaches
the cloud level, the cycle may be repeated. 'I'!rc tornado would be expected to last
as long as the rotation of the cloud continues to be sufficiently large and/or • buoy-
ancy and precipitation forces eonliruie t„ by effective.
According to this mudel a b)rnado might he produced regardless of which way
the buoyancy forces act. The essential ingredient seems ' be the rotation of the
cloud. Precipitation at large radii should also have a positive effect regardless
of the direction of buoyancy forces. The small intense suction vortices cbser-ed
in tornadoes may also have essentially the mechanism outlinc3 here.
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\I01ough much of the da.',:age clone by tornadoes is probably caused by their
high tangential velocities, calcidations and observations show that doH • ndraft veloci-
ties in negatively buoyant columns can reach tornadic magnitudes. The analytical
model. uhic • h Was suplx0rted by laboratory experiments, took into account the
effects of buoyancy, axial drag, heat transfer, and precipitation flow. Both axial
drag and heat transfer tended to reduce the clowndraft and updraft velocities
significantly. (They had stabilizing effects.) Mien buoyancy was present, pre-
cipitation had a comparatively negligible effect when values of drop flux and size
for violent rain were used. However when buoyanc> • effects %%-ere absent, the pre-
cipitation caused the column to still descend at a low velocity. When drop sizes
an order of magnitude higher were used (1 cm), as night occur for hail, the down-
draft velocities produced by precipiLation flow approach those ptrOduc • ed by buoy-
ancy.
Tie results also showed that radial-inflow vclocilics in OR" 	 part of a
vortex may be comparable to the maximum tangential velocities. Although the
radial inflows and downdrafts in a tornado may cause considerable destruction,
LA,e^ destruction associated with the tangential velocities may be still greater, hc -
cause of the low central pressures which accompany the tangential velocities.
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